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Minutes of LACUNY Cataloging Roundtable Meeting Fall 2013
Tuesday, October 22, 2013, 2-4 pm
Baruch College Library Conference Room
Yoko Inagi [Chair] (CC), Eva Dzurak (SI), Janey Chao (BB), Jung Cho (QB), Kimmy Szeto (BB),
Marguerite Iskenderia (BC), Michael S. Borries (OLS), Nancy Macomber (CL), Ronnie Gomez (QC),
Roberta Pike (KB), Wendy Tan (HC), Ed Wallace (LC), Zuwang Shen (BX)
Refreshments served.

1) Reminders from Michael—Michael Borries (Central).
Authority maintenance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An authority record of “Alice Munro” was wrongly overlaid by someone in Aleph.
When doing an authority work, make sure to check other existing headings in Aleph.
Always check against NAF. Never assume that they are the same person.
Export a new authority record from OCLC, or work with an existing authority record in
Aleph.
In any event, make sure everything matches.
Automatic flip—add a core field in OCLC before exporting. Type a name you wish to be
flipped in the $a.
Manual flip—overlay the record, and flip name headings manually in Aleph.
When flipping names, persons as subjects will be flipped as well, if they have no subheading.
Contact Michel if anyone has questions.

Author numbers:
• CCNY’s Dominican Studies Institute is resolving issues with duplicate call#s.
• For a new author’s call#, Michael submits the call# to LC for approval. LC has reserved
call#s, not everything displays in its LC catalog.
• Only literature authors and musicians have the authors’ call#s in the [053] field in NAF.
• Assigning a new call#
o [050]_4-->using LC’s classification, checked both NAF in OCLC and LC catalog to
see if it fits in the correct range.
o [090]-->using LC’s classification, but not checked against LC’s catalog, and used
for local purpose.
• It is our job and profession to provide high standard cataloging work.
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•
•

We are NACO and SACO members. When performing original cataloging, if no
appropriate subjects are available, we can submit new ones to LC. Speak with Michael.
When creating a new name authority file or bib, save records in Online Save File.
Michael can review them.

RDA:
• RDA is written for Object Oriented Cataloging.
• AACR2 had an uniform title; no [240] in RDA.
• In RDA, the [245] will have a title as appeared on title page. The [700] fields will have
titles in original language, and in English.
• RDA is not that utilized in current MARC, but it will be in BIBFRME…hopefully…
• In authority records, you’ll see new fields (3xx, 040, 5xx) for RDA.
• We can do some maintenance in OCLC:
o Correct records with the [042] “pcc.”
o When updating CIP records, keep the [263] field.
o If you find duplicate records, report to OCLC using a reporting feature in OCLC, or
email them.
o Use English language in the record--[040] $b eng
o [936]-->obsolete
• Do serials linking fields [7xx] work in Aleph?--not sure.
2) Presentation on RDA records for sound recordings and music scores—Kimmy Szeto (BB)
***His power point (PDF) will be available in DSpace and be shared via Catalogers’ listserv.***
• It is impossible to cover everything in 1 hour. We will at least need a few days of training
especially if you are not so familiar with music cataloging.
• We will focus on the followings today: extent, physical description, GMD.
• Voyagers ILS can automatically flip fields from AACR2 to RDA! Aleph…no 
• Under RDA, fictitious persons will show up in the [100] field.
• [33x] $a & $b -->use either $a or $b, but if you use a macro feature in OCLC, both will be
generated.
• [337] is currently invisible in the CUNY public catalog.
• The roundtable: “RDA is redundant!” Michael and Kimmy: “A new system will be
utilizing these new RDA fields. Yes, annoying, but RDA is for machines, not for humans.”
• OCLC will be adding the [3xx]s automatically. Aleph..?????
• [546] $b staff notation-->repeatable, or use “;” in a single field.
• [264]_0,1,2,3,4-->go down the list until you find sources.
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•
•
•

RDA recognizes differences between publication date and copyright date.
[264] for print-->if pub year and copyright year is the same year, no need to repeat.
Record only one.
LC is using “$e” for illustrators for children’s books in the [700]s.
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3) Discussions:
• Future meeting—another meeting on RDA may be scheduled in January 2014.
• Kimmy and Janey (BB) will have more records to share.
• Eva (SI) asked the roundtable about how to catalog one page of a book for their
special collection. The roundtable suggested her to find a record of the book and use
a note field to indicate that SI only has a page.
• A group picture has been taken for LACUNY.

Respectfully submitted,
Yoko Inagi (CC)
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